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The Maine Boundary Controversy
The Period From 1783-1831
By THE DIVISION OF FOREST ENGINEERING

ECENT issues that have
arisen concerning certain
This is the story of the early
water-power rights and flow
Northeastern Boundary dis
age privileges between the state of
pute and it will be followed
Maine and the province of New
next month by an article on
Brunswick, which will no doubt be
the Aroostook W ar.
settled with all possible dispatch
in a manner satisfactory to all con
The subject is timely because
cerned, bring to mind the old Boun
of the recent discussion of
dary dispute which, for so many
water-power rights on the St*
years, was a bone of contention be
John River*
tween England and the United
States. This long drawn out con
troversy caused much bitter feeling
between Maine and New Brunswick, gomery’s death before the walls of
and nearly resulted in bloodshed Quebec.
In eastern Canada, however, there
between these neighboring peoples.
It is hard to realize that less than were many who sympathized with
one hundred years ago a partisan the colonies and sooner or later
spirit could be developed between found their way across the border
the inhabitants of these districts and joined the American forces in
who, at the present time, are bound their fight for independence. As
in solid ties of friendship, and who the war drew to a close, however,
have progressed so far in liberal and before it was known on which
minded diplomacy that any serious side victory would rest, questions
differences between them would now with reference to the boundary be
tween Massachusetts and Nova
be inconceivable.
Let us go back one hundred and Scotia continued to be raised. This
fifty years and consider a few of the was especially true among those
many complex details of this inter who lived near the border, to whom
national controversy and see how it was a matter of no slight impor
tance whether with the return of
they were disposed of.
At the beginning of the Revolu peace they would be left in the terri
tionary War the colonists indulged tory of those with whom they were
the hope that the inhabitants of in sympathy as to governmental
Canada would join them in the relation or on the other side.
The Loyalists who had taken
struggle for American Independence.
The hopes that the patriots had refuge at Castine were drawn there
entertained were soon shattered by their belief that the close of the
by the disastrous results of Arnold’s war would find the Penobscot River
expedition, and of General Mont- the boundary between Nova Scotia

R

(The Province of New Brunswick
was not set off from Nova Scotia
until 1784) and Massachusetts, in
stead of the St. Croix which had been
considered the boundary up to this
time. The English had construct
ed Fort St. George at Castine to
furnish security for the Loyalists
and their families and to elevate into
a province the tract of country that
lies between the Penobscot and the
St. Croix. Massachusetts sent the
so-called Penobscot Expedition against Fort St. George in the summer
of 1779 and its disastrous failure, a
disappointment to patriots through
out New England, served only to
strengthen Loyalist convictions that
even if the Colonists were victorious
the territory east of the Penobscot
River would eventually be a British
possession.
But between the Penobscot and
the St. Croix rivers were the settlers
in the scattered communities of
Union River, Gouldsboro, Narraguagus and Machias, who had es
poused the cause of American in
dependence and exhibited through
out the struggle a spirit of heroism
without which the whole country
east of the Penobscot would have
fallen into British hands. The pre
sence of large numbers of loyalists
in the vicinity of Castine and their
preparations for permanent occupa
tion were irritating evidences of
cherished purposes concerning the
removal of the western boundary of
Nova Scotia to the Penobscot. The
settlers who had supported the

Pride goeth before destruction, and an haughty spirit before a fall
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colonies were alarmed by the atti Northwesternmost head of the Connect ferent river to be the St. Croix and
were unwilling to believe that the
tude and expectations of these icut River.”
The easterly boundary was des English settlement at St. Andrews
British Loyalists and made strong
appeals to the Massachusetts author cribed as follows; “East by a line to was not on British soil. Many
ities against any territorial abridg be drawn along the middle of the complications arose.
In 1786, the high sheriff of Char
ments in the peace arrangements River St. Croix, from its mouth in the
Bay of Fundy to its source, and from lotte County, New Brunswick, seized
following the war.
Cornwallis surrendered his army its source directly north to the afore one of the inhabitants of Moose
at Yorktown in October, 1781. In said Highlands, which divide the Island for some misdemeanor and
spiteof the stubbornness of George III rivers that fall into the Atlantic Ocean placed him under arrest. As a
of England and in the face of many from those which fall into the River citizen of the United States the man
denied the sheriff's authority, and
hindrances peace negotiations were St. Lawrence.”
Instead of settling the boundary when the sheriff called on some of the
at last commenced. The represen
tatives of the United States in these disputes at once, this article of the other inhabitants of the island to
peace negotiations were John Adams, treaty only made a more bitter feel assist him in carrying off his pris
Benjamin Franklin, John Jay and ing between the Loyalists and the oner and they refused, he proceeded
Henry Laurens. The meetings of settlers who had remained faithful to Campo Bello for aid from one of
the British ships. These clashes
the negotiators were held in Paris to the cause of the colonies.
There are three quite large rivers over the boundary continued,
and the question of international
but in spite of the pleadings
boundary was immediately
of aggrieved parties in the
taken up.
boundary territory supported
Richard Oswald, one of the
by the people of Massachu
British secretaries of State,
By NATHAN APPLETON TEFFT
setts the National govern
was ready to grant complete
ment paid very little atten
independence to the thirteen
Swarm o’ honey bees a-workin’,
tion to boundary matters as
colonies with the Penobscot
Like a little Trojan mob;
it had affairs in other parts of
River as a boundary between
Never ever ketch ’em shirkin’,
the country which were re
the two countries and with
Never see ’em hob-an’-nob;
garded as of much greater
provision for the security of
Hev no time fer countin’ hours,
importance.
Loyalists at Castine and vicin
Or fer wishin’ work was done,
As time went on, however,
ity. The Americans were
Jes’ keep dippin’ at th’ flowers,
other sources of irritation
willing to yield their convic
From th’ rise to set o’ sun.
between the two countries
tions with reference to the
came about and consequently
Loyalists but were deter
Guess as how there may be teamin’
in 1794 President Washing
mined not to yield the opin
In th’ purpose o’ th’ bee;
ton appointed John Jay an
ions they had formed regard
Suthin’ more’n wages earnin’,envoy to the Court of Great
ing boundary matters, which
Suthin’ higher ’pears to me.
Britain for the purpose of
were based as they believed
May be jes’ respect fer duty,
settling all existing differ
on long established rights.
Humbleness, a reverence true,
ences that had arisen be
At last all differences were
Nor a slave to storin’ booty,
tween the two countries.
settled to the satisfaction of
Jest a willin’ness to do.
The fifth article of Jay's
the Arbitrators and in 1783 a
From “NEEDLES FROM THE WHISPERING PINE”
treaty required the appoint
definite treaty was signed
ment of three commissioners,
that contained the following
one to be made by the
article: “And that all disputes
which might arise in future, on the sub which empty into Passamaquoddy king of England, one by the
ject of the boundaries of the United Bay and there was a question as to president of the United States
States may be prevented, it is hereby which one of these was the St. Croix and one by the two thus select
Thomas Barclay of An
agreed and declared that the following River designated in the treaty. ed.
are and shall be the boundaries: vis., From all the information the various napolis, Nova Scotia, was chosen
From the Northwest angle of Nova committees of the Commonwealth of by George III, and David Howell,
Scotia, vis., that angle which is formed Massachusetts could obtain from an Professor of Law in Brown Univer
by a line drawn due north from the inquiry of Indians and others, it was sity, was selected by President
source of the St. Croix River to the found that the most easterly river Washington. These two commis
Highlands; along the said Highlands was the original St. Croix. This sioners chose Egbert Benson, one of
which divide those rivers that empty river was about nine miles east of the judges of the Supreme Court of
themselves into the river St. Lawrence St. Andrews, where British inhabi New York, as the third commis
from those rivers that empty them tants had made a settlement. The sioner. The main duties of this
selves into the Atlantic Ocean, to the British Provinces considered a dif commission were to decide the ques-

Honest Labor
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tion,“What river was the true St.
Croix mentioned in the peace treaty
of 1783?”
Great Britain was strongly repre
sented, while the side of the United
States was but feebly supported
before this commission. The Eng
lish claimed that the Schoodic River
was the St. Croix of the Treaty of
1783. The Americans claimed that
the Magaguadavic was the river
known among the Indians as the St.
Croix and, to substantiate their
claims, obtained Mitchell’s
map
which showed that the first river
east of the St. John emptying into
Passamaquoddy Bay was called the
St. Croix. As Mitchell’s map was
the only map used in the peace ne
gotiations of 1783, and upon that
map and that only were the boun
daries marked, and as the river desig
nated on that map with the name of
St. Croix was the river agreed upon
as the eastern boundary of the State
of Massachusetts and of the United
States, the United States represen
tatives considered that they had a
good, sound, logical argument to
present before the commission.
In 1798 England succeeded in ob
taining a report from the commis
sion that declared the northerly
branch of the Schoodic to be the
boundary line. She had claimed
the westerly branch and demanded a
line that would have brought the
Province of New Brunswick almost
to the Passadumkeag River, which
would have nullified every essential
provision of the treaty of 1783.
While England did not get all she
asked for from this commission, she
got a compromise line which was
doubtless all that she expected.
As it was, the plain provisions of the
treaty and all its undisputed history
were set aside.
By this settlement, which covered
the only question as to the boundary
then in dispute, and which proceeded
all along on the mutual understand
ing that the line north of the source
of the St. Croix was where the
United States claimed it to be, the
State of Maine lost a strip of terri
tory from fifteen to twenty miles
in width and one hundred and sev
enty-five miles in length, including

all that is west of the Magaguadavic
River and all that is west of the
River St. John from a point near the
Meductic rapids some twenty miles
below Woodstock.
After the Commissioners had agreed upon the river, they decided
that its source was in Round Lake,
but when they came to make their
report they substituted Cheputnecook Lake for Round Lake, and
thereby gave to New Brunswick a
tract of country ten miles wide and
about 150 miles long that was not
required even had the Schoodic been
the true St. Croix.
For twenty years after 1794 there
was no denial of the claims of the
United States in respect to the treaty
line on the part of Great Britain.
In 1803 there was a convention be
tween the two nations (which the
United States failed to ratify on
account of a provision dealing with
our western possessions) in which
was inserted a clause for running the
line between the source of the St.
Croix and the northwest angle of
Nova Scotia. It was unfortunate
as far as the State of Maine was con
cerned that this convention was not
ratified, for there is no doubt that
if it had been, the line would have
been run and established as claimed
by the United States, for at that
time there was no thought of any
other line.
Soon after the war of 1812 or to
be exact, in August 1814, the Bri
tish Commissioners who were then
engaged in an effort to make peace
described their request as “such a
variation of the line of frontier as
may secure a direct communication
between Quebec and Halifax.” The
American Commissioners refused to
cede any portion of the territory of
the United States.
Finding that no concessions could
be obtained from the American Com
missioners, a provision was agreed
uponfor running the line in conform
ity with the treaty of 1783.
Thomas Barclay, on the part of
Great Britain, and Cornelius P.
VanNess, on the part of the United
States, were appointed commis
sioners to ascertain and survey the
boundary line. Charles Turner, Jr.,
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an American, and Colin Campbell,
an Englishman, were chosen to do
the actual surveying. About twenty
miles of the line were surveyed
and then the work was discontinued;
but considerable exploring was done
by different men employed by the
commission. In 1818 the British
agent expressed the opinion that
Mars Hill, an isolated mountain
south of the Aroostook River, might
be the northwest angle of Nova
Scotia and the northeastern boun
dary of Maine and he proposed to
discontinue the survey along the
highlands south of the St. Lawrence,
return to Mars Hill and explore
westerly toward the sources of the
Chaudiere and Kennebec. The sur
veyors disagreed, the British survey
ors refused to go on and finish the
exploration and the work was aban
doned.
For several years after this,
Great Britain made no new argu
ments concerning the boundary but
began to make aggressions, quietly
at first, until it seemed that serious
trouble would be the final result.
In the meantime, Maine had been
set off as a state. The leaders of
the state government realized that
the boundary affair had been just
one series of errors, blunders, con
cessions, encroachments and
af
fronts.
Practically nothing had
been done in all these years towards
making the actual location of the
international boundary on the
ground.
At this period the State of Maine
was particularly fortunate in having
such able and faithful men as Enoch
Lincoln, Edward Kent, and John
Fairfield to handle its affairs.
Maine took up the boundary ques
tion at the state legislature, carried
the case to Washington and tried to
bring the controversy to a close.
The affair was debated in the Na
tional House and Senate. Negotia
tions were opened and reopened with
the British government, commis
sioners deliberated over the question
and various surveyors tried to deter
mine the location of “The High
lands.”
To the people of Maine all this
delay in the settlement of the boun-

A good name is rather to be chosen than great riches
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dary was irritating, to say the least.
It looked more like procrastination
than a vigorous movement on the
part of the National Government to
bring the boundary controversy to
an end.
Finally, as a last resort, the Brit
ish and American governments
agreed to submit the boundary con
troversy to the King of the Nether
lands and abide by his decision.
This arrangement was pleasing to
the people of the State of Maine
and they had visions of an early
settlement. But it is interesting
to note that they wanted a settle
ment according to the treaty of 1783
whether determined by the King of
the Netherlands or any one else.
Now the real “rub” between Eng
land and the United States was in
the location of the “Highlands”
which were plainly described in the
treaty of 1783.
The English
claimed that as the River St. John
flowed into the Bay of Fundy it
could not be considered as flowing
into the Atlantic Ocean, and as the
“Highlands” according to the treaty
of 1783 must divide waters flowing
into the St. Lawrence from those
emptying into the Atlantic Ocean,
therefore the “Highlands” must be
south of the River St. John and
north of the heads of the Penobscot
and Kennebec Rivers.
In 1831 the King of the Nether
lands reached his decision. He evi
dently tried to please both countries
engaged in the controversy and came
to the conclusion that the boundary
line should be “A line drawn due
north from the source of the river St.
Croix to the point where it intersects
the middle of the deepest channel of
the river St. John; thence, the middle
of the deepest channel of that river,
ascending it to the point where the
river St. Francis empties itself into the
river St. John; thence, the middle of
the deepest channel of the river St.
Francis, ascending it to the source of
its southwestern branch; thence a line
drawn due west to the point where it
unites with the line claimed by the
United States,”etc.
It is said that the area in dispute
contained 7,697,280 acres.
The

award of the arbitrator gave the
United States 5,061,120 acres and to
Great Britain 2,626,160 acres. In
the meantime, on account of a revo
lution in Belgium and other events,
it was necessary for the King of the
Netherlands to call upon Great Brit
ain for aid to enable him to main
tain his position. He was within the
power and control of Great Britain.
In his decision the arbitrator did
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not clear or settle any points in the
controversy. He merely suggested
a way that the decision might be
made.
The United States, due largely to
protests from the State of Maine,
would not agree to any decision
which was given by the King of the
Netherlands at a time when his
situation gave him inducements for
favoring Great Britain.

Bolduc’s Bath
By A Former Timekeeper

HAD been telling Alec Ryan, what he would do to the “big stiff”
head chopper and Sage of Saw the first time he “opened his head”
yer’s River, about the fight in to him. It was very evident that
front of the office that morning bethe “big stiff” was Engleton.
tween Bert Engleton, the big man Engleton continued the game with
from Connecticut Lakes who was in me without apparently paying
charge at Number 8, and Jim Milli much attention to what was being
gan, teamster. We were seated on said outside although he must have
a big yellow birch side log on the heard every word of it. But finally
main road down the mountain by the talk became unbearable to him
the brink of a steep run, along the and, pegging his points, he went
bottom of which a roaring brook outside and whipped both men
was making music that warm Octo quickly and readily.
Alec and I had been up on the
ber Sunday afternoon.
I was timekeeper at the camp and mountain among the cuttings and
was having my first experience in were returning late in the afternoon
the lumber woods. The camp was when the yellow birch log, the deep
in the mountain country, the ground run and the noisy brook invited us.
steep and very rough and there I had gone into details about the
seemed to be something happening fight with him and he had told me
every day. Occasionally a bridle of other fights. It was all very in
chain broke or a snub line parted, teresting and thrilling. I had re
a horse was hurt or killed, a team marked that it must have taken big,
ster had a lucky escape or perhaps two fisted men to handle a crew in
he wasn’t so lucky. Added to this, the old days—the boss must have
the old C. and M. Railroad ran close been able to whip any man in the
to the operation and liquor was outfit.
“Tis the movies you been seeing,
very plentiful. As usual in such
with your big, two fisted min,” said
cases, fights were frequent.
That Sunday morning Engleton Alec. “Sure you sound like a pale
and I had been playing cribbage. long haired parlor roughneck, son.
We had been seated at the table by I’ll not be denying that most of the
the window looking out onto the bosses were big min, and they had a
camp yard. Milligan and another right to be in thim days, and I’ll not
of the crew had drifted along in front be denying ayther thot ut was
of the office. Both had been drink nicessary to fight or to be ready to
ing. They were talking loudly and fight but ut wasn’t always size and
it was very evident that they were noise thot did ut. I’ve seen little
looking for trouble and intended min thot were mighty handy with a
that the boss should hear what they crew. And I’ve seen big min thot
were saying. Milligan was telling weren’t. There’s many a soft

I
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spoken man thot’s heeded and some
rough min thot leave logs on the
yards. Sure ut’s hard to tell.”
I waited awhile for Alec to con
tinue for I scented a story. It was
not long in coming.
“I hov in mind, now, Jimmie Free
man, him thot is in charge ov Num
ber 7. A little mon not bigger than
half-size but he’s been taking charge
in the woods for years. Quiet spoken
he is, but you don’t notice many
taking liberties with him. Not much,
yet there’s mony a mon in his crew
big enough to ate him.
“Did you ever hear how big Bol
duc, the blacksmith, took his bath?
It’s not likely, you being new to the
country. ‘Tis a tale with a long
beginning and a quick ind. There’s
more to ut than Bolduc’s bath and
maybe it’ll tell you something about
Jimmie Freeman and the way he
does ut.
“Jimmie was born in Maine but
his father and mother came from the
ould sod, so they called Jimmie Irish
’til his eldest daughter grew up and
began teaching school. Thin he
became Scotch-Irish and the bit of a
brogue became a burr-r-r-r. Not
that he’s to be blamed, for a fine lass
she is, with all her airs. We all hov
our little weaknesses and Jimmie had
his.
“I’11 be sometime getting to the
bath and not much time at ut but if
you’ll bear with me a bit I’ll lade
up to ut gintly in me own way.
There’s a thing or two about Jimmie
I want you to understand furst.
Ut’s all a part of the tale.
“There’s the time he got onto the
C. and M. at the Junction and wint
into the smoker where all the woodsmin rode, it being more homelike.
There wasn’t any seats to spare but
one. In ut was a lad with fine
clothes and a little moustache. He
had a nice little dog on the seat be
side him.
“Nothing bashful, Jimmie wint
over, picked up the pup and put him
gintly on the floor.
“ ‘Sorry, mister, he says, very
polite like, but I’m weary and the
dog’ll make out better on the floor
nor I.’
(Continued on page 14)

The Little Houses
I love the little houses
On a newly opened street,
Where rosy wives with a child or two
Their homing husbands meet.
Toys are on the new front steps,
And a baby cart chokes the hall,
Velocipedes are the only cars,
And like birds the children call.
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many men,—each on his private
mission; and the other men stream
past, each on his own course. Often
friends, perhaps brothers, pass close
but unconsciously.
Thus each life takes its own
course, but finally all will mingle
and be at rest in the sea of Eternity.

Mosquitos in The North
By VILHJALMUR STEFFANSON

The little house is a house of hope,
And of love and faith also;
There’s a busy hum there all day
long,
And the hours like moments go.

The stately house has all achieved,
It is dull and weary, too;
The little house is aglow with dreams
That may, perchance, come true.
—Mary Alicia Owen, in
“Twilight Hour”

Waters That Run To The Sea
By REV. H. S. THOMAS

Old Moosehead, the king of New
England waters, nests high among
the hills of Maine. At the north
the headwaters of the Allagash
spreads a network of streams which
come disappointingly near the King
of Waters; but it is not touched.
At the Northwest and Northeast
Carries the West Branch of the
Penobscot comes within hailing dis
tance of Old Moosehead, but passes
unconsciously by.
Again, at the southeast Moose
head is only two miles from Wilson
Pond, whose waters find the Penob
scot by a devious route; and at the
south one can almost throw a stone
from Shirley Bog, the head-water of
the Piscataquis, into Moosehead
Lake water; but neither affords an
outlet.
As if to compensate for the in
hospitality of these Maine rivers
to Good Old Moosehead the kind
Kennebec generously offers two Out
lets, the East and the West.
Thus the water that falls on the
Moosehead Lake region flows to the
sea by different routes.
And in this region are pooled

It is difficult to describe ade
quately the unbelieveable plague
of mosquitoes in the North. As you
go nearer and nearer to the Artic
circle they become worse and worse.
I have found by experience that
people will never believe the truth
about the northern mosquitoes and
so, instead of trying to describe
them myself, I am quoting Ernest
Thompson Seton’s “The Arctic
Prairies,” pp 63-64:
“Each day they got worse: soon
it became clear that mere adjectives
could not convey any idea of their
terrors. Therefore I devised a mos
quito gauge. I held up a bare hand
for five seconds by the watch, then
counted the number of borers on the
back; there were 5 to 10. Each day
added to the number, and when we
got out to the buffalo country,
there were 15 to 25 on the one side
of the hand and elsewhere in porportion. On the Hyarling, in early
July, the number was increased,
being 20 to 40. On Great Slave
Lake, later that month, there were
50 to 60. But when we reached
the Barren Grounds, the land of
open breezy plains and cold water
lakes, the pests were so bad that the
hand held up for 5 seconds often
showed from 100 to 125 long-billed
mosquitoes boring away into the
flesh. It was possible to number
them only by killing them and count
ing the corpses.”
(From “Hunters of the Great
North”)

Excited Voice (over the telephone
to physician)—Doctor, my mother
in-law is at death’s door. Please
come and see if you can’t pull her
through.

A wise son heareth his fathers’s instruction
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one has abused privileges to such
an extent that they have started a
jam and jillpoked the whole works
for everybody.

What’s In A Name

All communications for The Northern
should be sent to the editor of The
Northern, Greenville, Maine.

Jill-Poke
Two great corporations were hav
ing a fierce battle of legal wits in a
courtroom. The cause of the
trouble was a log jam that had
damaged the abutments of a rail
road bridge. A principle was at
stake and a precedent would be
formed on the basis of the court’s
ruling. Expert testimony was be
ing given by a man from Maine; he
brought the proceedings of the court
to a sudden stop with the word
jill-poke. What did that word mean?
Dictionaries and encyclopedias were
produced but the word could not
be found. A large number of pen
cils were placed on a table for the
witness to demonstrate how a log
jam is started by one contrary log
stuck in the river bank at such an
angle that it holds other logs until
a sufficient number hang together
to stop all driving and a jam is
formed.
In our territory “jill-poke” is a
common word and is well under
stood. It is used in various ways
other than the one just described.
A man who has the ill luck to bungle
a job is said to have “jillpoked the
whole works.” Continual awkward
ness at his work may win for a man
the name of “jill-poke” which soon
becomes abbreviated and he is
known as just a “jill.”
One log going contrary starts
trouble for a whole drive. Often in
human affairs one contrary person
starts something that seems simple
but it affects the affairs of a few
others at first and then trouble for
many. When all things seem to be
flowing on smoothly with favorable
conditions, we have seen the privi
leges of many removed because some

The question is often asked—
“What’s in a name?” It is an old
saying that you might as well hang a
dog as to give him a bad name.
The same might be well said of a
man. In the long run every man
builds up his own reputation, that
is, he makes a name for himself.
A long history of right living and
honest dealing lends confidence to
some men’s statements, while the
words of an unreliable man will be
ignored. The validity test of in
formation is usually “Who says so?”
A great deal depends upon the name
attached. Realizing this we ask,
“What value has an unsigned
letter?”
The value of a letter may depend
upon the signature at the end of it.
If the authorship is unknown the
letter most likely has the same value
as an unsigned check—nothing, for
there is no one to back it. Why
then should anyone write an anony
mous letter? Certainly modesty
cannot be the excuse. Often it is
fear. It is a cowardly act to write
information that you do not have
the courage to back up with your
own name. It may be that the

Y

OU were not

made for failure,
you were made for
victory; go forward
with a joyful confidence in that result
sooner or later, and
the sooner or later
depends mainly on
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writer knows that his reputation
would make the letter of no value
simply because his name has been
connected with it.
All the time you are making a
history and a reputation that will
be summed up in your signature.
You may attain neither fame nor
fortune but you can have the power
of a good name. Use it. Don’t
hide or conceal it. We judge the
value of statements by their source.
If they come from unreliable people
we discount or reject them. If they
come from prejudiced people we do
not take such testimony for its face
value. Whether you send tips to
the management or news to The
Northern be sure to sign your
name.

Who’s Who in This Issue
Our readers will recognize the
work of Lloyd E. Houghton in the
article “The Maine Boundary Dis
pute” prepared by the Division of
Forest Engineering. This will be
followed next month by the story of
“The Aroostook War.” These his
torical articles are local and of
timely interest. A few may guess
who is the former timekeeper who
wrote “Bolduc’s Bath.” He is with
us yet, but has long since ceased to
keep time. We hope others will
write up their woods experience in
like manner. “Waters That Run
To The Sea” is the work of Rev. H.
S. Thomas, for five years pastor of
the Methodist Episcopal Church
of Greenville. Nathan Appleton
Tefft of Bangor has given us permis
sion to reproduce some of his poems.
This month we are using “Honest
Labor” from his book of poems
entitled “Needles From the Whis
pering Pine.” It is hoped that the
quotation from Steffanson’s “Hun
ters of the Great North” will create
a demand for the book which the
Social Service Division is glad to loan.
Attention is called to the quota
tions at the bottom of each page
which this month are all taken from
the Old Testament Book of Proverbs.

yourself.”
A pleasant smile brings the largest
returns on the smallest investment.

A good man leaveth an inheritance to his children’s children
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Howe Brook

The Employment Office,
Bangor
There are not many men out of
work here at present. It would be
almost impossible to get 50 laborers
together. This is due to construc
tion work being at its height, state
road work, bark peeling, and not a
few have gone to New Hampshire.
Nelson Smith has accepted a posi
tion with the Sterns Lumber Co.
as a salesman. At present he is on
his first trip into New Brunswick; he
expects to have New Hampshire
permanently. He is missed very
much here.
Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Burr have
just returned from a fishing trip at
Seboomook where they occupied the
Dudley cottage. Mrs. Burr landed
a five-pound salmon.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Laws and Mr.
Laws’ sister, Mrs. May Sanborn,
have returned from a motor trip
to Quebec by way of Jackman.
Pat Whalen (the cook) has gone
back to Ireland. Pat intends to
make a trip around the world before
he returns.
Hadley Vossimer is cooking at
Madison Boom House for Geo. L.
O’Connell.
Jack MacDonald is
back here in the office. They have
sold their restaurant to Joseph
White who has been chef at the
Penobscot Exchange for twenty
years.
Ronald McDonald visited the
office when he came down for a day;
he is cooking at Howe Brook Loading.
F. H. Smith of the Royal Indem
nity Co., Portland, was a recent
visitor at the office. He is remem
bered as a pilot employed by the
Maine Central Railroad when they
used to furnish pilots from Massa
chusetts to Maine with the large
crews of men shipped from Boston.
George McLeod recently made a
trip to Georgetown, Mass., return
ing by the White Mountain route.

About two thirds of the wood cut
at Tracey Brook Operation has been
loaded on the cars at Lakewood
Siding by F. L. Brown’s crew. The
conveyor in use was rebuilt by Mr.
Harkness this Spring and is one of
the largest conveyors in use at the
present time. It is nearly 800 feet
long. Loading began May 12th
and the full quota of cars have been
loaded every day except when the
crew had to go across the lake for
boom and the day they were fighting
fire.
Sunday June 7th, the crew was
called out by the fire warden to fight
a forest fire near Ladd’s Mill at
Hawkin’s Siding. The new Evinrude fire pump was used for the
first time and proved to be very effi
cient. The crew had the fire well
under control by Monday morning
when a heavy shower wet things so
there was no danger of its starting
up again.
Sherman McLean, William Mur
phy and Cal Gunn have their fami
lies here while they are employed
at the loading plant.
Ronald McDonald is cooking at
the boarding house. N. A. Smith,
L. A. O’Connell and R. V. Canders
were recent visitors.
The last boom of wood was
brought across St. Croix Lake to
the loader June 14th.

Ripogenus Dam
Charles Severance and A. Mackie
have completed repairs on the dam.
Among recent visitors at the dam
were R. H. Robertson, O. A. Hark
ness and Harry Rollins.
Mr. and Mrs. George McGuire
spent the week end at the dam.
Mrs. McGuire remained at the dam
while George went in to Bean Brook.
They motored to Bangor June 11th.
Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Burr and Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Fogg spent a week

end in the driving cottage at the
dam.
School closed June 12th for the
Summer. Miss McEachern re
turned to Greenville.
We hear that Bill Clarkins lost
his way on a trip from Sourdnahunk
to Telos Lake. He climbed a tree
to get his bearings and saw an island.
He reported that he did not know
how far he had travelled but that he
was able to see Prince Edward Is
land from that tree and it was as
good as a letter from home.
The most recent news around the
dam is that Joe McInnis’ cow has
had a calf and the dog six pups.

Chesuncook Dam
Harold Sargent, who has been
away to the Post Movie School in
Bangor and Boston has returned to
Chesuncook Dam. Harold enjoyed
the trip. He stopped one night
in Dexter. Postum—There’s
a reason.
John L. Clark performed the
clerical work here during Frank
Schoppe’s absence and has now
gone to Lily Bay.
George Gunn was very prompt to
answer an S. O. S. call at 9 P. M.
when Bill Hodgins lost a propellor
from the “Forrest H.” on a trip to
Ripogenus Stream.
Edward Hall, Joe Henderson and
Miss Eva Smith were visitors here
for a day last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Page called to
see us recently.
Mr. Charles Reed of Bangor
passed this way on his trip to hold
Memorial services at Chesuncook.
George McGuire spent a few days
around the lake attending to the
booms. Mrs.McGuire accompanied
him.
Cyril Buckley, fire patrolman, is
a regular caller at the dam.
Alex Cormier has a new racer.
O, ye speeders—watch out!

A wholesome tongue is a tree of life
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Greenville Shop
The steam shovel has arrived
from Wiscasset and is being over
hauled by James Connick and Herb
McEachern.
Leo Desmond is temporarily em
ployed at the shop on inventory
work.
Three trucks and the gravel loader
were recently shipped across the lake
for use on the Dole Brook-Morris
sette Road. Carl Hagstrom went
with them.
Owing to the wet weather baseball
practice is at a standstill.
Supt. Schenck has purchased a
Hupmobile coach.
Joe Murch (calling the Coburn
office to reserve deck space): “I’d
like to order a stateroom and bath
for three horses going to Kineo.”
Miss Spearin (coming right back):
“I can give them the stateroom but
I’m too busy to give them the bath.”

has been transferred to Aroostook
County. Mr. Harold J. Casey has
taken up the work here. Mr. Can
ders’ many friends in this vicinity
are sorry that he is transferred from
among them and join together in
wishing him the best of luck in his
new surroundings.
Mrs. A. G. Hilton and daughter
Audrey left last week for Waterville,
where they will attend the Junior
High School graduating exercises.
Mrs. Hilton’s eldest daughter Kathe
rine will be one of the graduates.
During the first two weeks of
June Mrs. A. R. Cochrane ent estain
ed her sister Mrs. William Morrison
and son William Junior of East
Corinth, Vermont.

Nicky—“Do you think kissing is as
dangerous as they say?”
Sterl—“Well, it has put an end to
a good many bachelors.”

Division of Forest Engineering

Rockwood
Miss Alberta R. Buhl, who has
been cooking at Kineo Boarding
House for the past few months, has
returned to her home in La Grange.
Aubrey MacDonald, of Dorches
ter, Massachusetts, is now asso
ciated with William Ramsey. These
men are giving the floors of the
boarding house a good scraping and
varnishing, while the interior walls
are resplendent in their glistening
coats of new paint.
Miss Stella LeRoy, who has been
a patient in the Deane Hospital
of Greenville has returned to her
duties at the local boarding house.
Malcolm Martin, Duke McKeil,
and Elmer Ricker with the crew of
Brassua Drive have brought the
rear of this drive into Moosehead
Lake.
The last of the seasons pictures,
“Back Home and Broke,” shown
at Kineo by the Social Service De
partment was enjoyed by a large
audience. This picture, the last of
an enjoyable list, was the fitting ter
mination of the Social Service De
partment’s picture program for the
Winter Season.
Mr. R. V. Canders who for many
years was Paymaster in this district

Frank McKendrick has been
spending some time in what he terms
“the land of spuds” and was last
heard of at Washburn.
Blaine French made a trip into
the Portage Lake country to scale
some wood for Mr. La Croix.
Wm. Hilton was in Augusta June
11th to attend the conference in
relation to hardwood resources of
the State of Maine.
H. W. Wright, Paul M. Morrill
and Julien H. Merrill, Jr. attended
the Commencement at the U. of M.
M. P. Mehann who has been
scaling pulpwood at Washburn has
returned to the Bangor Office.
E. F. Jones, P. J. Murdock and
Paul M. Morrill have returned from
Musquacook where they report trout
fishing very good.

News of Former Employees
Frank Ellis of Brooks, Maine, who
will be remembered particularly as
clerk of Seboomook Farm for sev
eral years, has taken a position with
the Veneer Products Company of
Greenville. Mr. Ellis hopes to have
his wife and son with him at an early
date.
Winfield S. Spencer is at his camp
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in the Russell Stream region and has
been enjoying the fishing.
Patrick P. Whalen is still em
ployed at Lincoln, New Hampshire,
and will enjoy hearing from any of
the fellows he used to know. Pat
writes that there is still quite a bit
of snow on Mount Washington.
W. B. McDonald, for four years
Superintendent of Seboomook Farm,
is now running the Sebec River Farm
near Milo, formerly the estate of
Julian d’Este. The newly formed
Piscataquis Country Club, of which
Mr. McDonald is treasurer, has
made arrangements to lay out a
golf course on the estate and one
wing of the house will contain club
rooms for the members.
Eldon F. Hobart who has been
located for a time in Samoa, Cali
fornia, is planning atrip through the
nurseries of the Redwood Associa
tion at Scotia.
Arthur P. Brackett, formerly in
the Division of Forest Engineering,
was married on the 12th of May in
Hollywood, California, to Miss
Buena I. Jamison of Gardiner,
Maine. Mr. and Mrs. Brackett
plan to drive home this month.
Miss Annie Fox has been tele
phone operator at the Mansion
House since September and will
move into the Poland Spring House
nearby when it opens. There are
eight operators at the hotel and
“Annie” reports that the work is
very enjoyable.
Harry Bowe has returned from
Alabama where he was employed
by the Alabama Power Co. He was
located about 200 miles from Muscle
Shoals. Mr. and Mrs. Bowe made
the trip both ways in their Reo
roadster.
Cone and Boyle have taken a
16,000 cord job from the Berlin
Mills Company and are operating on
the Dead Diamond. Cone reports
a very good chance.
Joe Sheehan also says he has 8,000
cords on the Diamond, but he has
not yet started.
F. W. Beck has accepted a pos
tion with the Parker-Young people
as General Superintendent at Lin
coln, N. H.
Joseph Powers, Fred Graham,

A fool despiseth his father’s instruction
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Guy Clough and Tim Heffernan are
some of the old timers who have gone
to New Hampshire with Cone &
Boyle.

Musquacook
Bill Maloney, cook at 25-Mile,
shot a bear weighing about 500 lbs.
Fred Street bought the skin and is
having it dressed by a taxidermist
in Ashland.
Phil Murdock, E. F. Jones and
Blaine French of the Division of
Forest Engineers recently made a
trip to Musquacook Lakes.
Driving operations were finished
here on June 7th. With the excep
tion of a thousand cords in Long
Pond Thoroughfare, all the wood is
now in booms in Third and Fourth
Lakes ready to be taken out of the
water and piled on the shore. This
wood will later on be hauled by
tractors across country and dumped
into the East Branch waters.
Under the supervision of Ed La
Croix conveyors are being built
to take the wood out of the water at
Third and Fourth Lakes.
Chas. Hallett and Ernest Tozier
are watching camp at 25-Mile since
the driving crews left Musquacook.

of the Accounting Department, now
a student at Missouri University,
has returned to Bangor for the sum
mer vacation.
The Bangor Commercial recently
contained an item of interest to
Northern Employees when Mr. and
Mrs. H. C. Hicks announced the
engagement of their daughter M.
Eleanor to Webster L. Brown. Mr.
Brown is bookkeeper in the Bangor
Office.
Two sons of Wm. St. J. Murray,
Cashier, received degrees at the
University of Maine Commence
ment. William Murray who has
worked during vacations for the
Northern received the degree of
Master of Arts, majoring in Biology,
and Joseph Murray, Bachelor of Arts,
majoring in the same subject. Wil
liam received his B. A. with the
class of 1922.

Bangor Office News
Earl Brown of the Purchasing
Department was confined to his
house on account of illness during
the week of June 8th.
William Woodside has returned to
the office after having a vacation
which he spent touring the state.
Irving Billings of the Account
ing Department is still absent on
account of illness. We trust he will
make a quick recovery.
John Mortell has been working
in the office closing up the books of
Bean Brook Drive.
Earl Brown and party of friends
spent the holidays over Memorial
Day at Lily Bay Farm.
C. A. Smith and party of friends
made a trip to Ripogenus Dam
Sunday, June 14th.
Joseph McPhee has severed his
connections with the Auditing De
partment.
George Fogg, a former employee

Grindstone
All work in this vicinity is pro
gressing rapidly. The camp being
built for the Superintendent is
nearly completed.
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Pickett and
Mr. Lothrop recently made a trip
to Lincoln to visit Howard Lovejoy
on his new farm.
Mr. Hamilton is now gaining
rapidly after his serious illness of
the past Spring.
Mr. H. J. Casey has gone from
our midst to take up the duties of
paymaster on the Rockwood side of
Moosehead Lake. Mr. R. V. Canders is now located at Grindstone.
The Grindstone baseball team has
been obliged to discontinue its prac
tice as the ball grounds are fast
filling with 4-foot wood.
Mrs. A. T. Flower is doing a
thriving business in ice cream and
cold drinks these hot days. One
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can most always get a drink of
good fresh buttermilk there.
Lloyd Pickett has recently pur
chased a thoroughbred Airedale pup
for Junior.
Over half of the wood has now
been taken from the water and
stacked.
The Chesuncook guides, Nick
Mulligan, Frank Henderson, Ansel
Smith and Chester Worthing, who
have been guiding a party of com
pany officials on their East Branch
trip, stopped here overnight recently.
Bill Erskine is with us once more.
He is working with Harry Severance
on building No. 448.
Mrs. Harry Severance visited her
husband recently.

Greenville
Carl Hagstrom has returned from
his poultry farm in Massachusetts
and after a stay of one day in Grind
stone was called to Hurricane where
he will have charge of the crew
gravelling the road from Forty Mile
to the Boundary.
Wm. Lane passed through town
on his way to Bangor where he will
join Mrs. Lane and their daughter,
Mabel.
Sylvio W. Morin, who has been
Assistant Clerk at Musquacook
Operation and on Musquacook
Drive stopped off for a few hours on
his way to Seboomook where he
will assist Mr. Murphy in his work.
Mr. Morin has been stationed at
Musquacook depot since last Sep
tember and was glad to see his old
friends again.
The celebration of Memorial Day
in Greenville was held over until
Sunday, May 31st, in order that
everyone might participate. There
was a parade of veteran’s organiza
tions from the Junction to the village.
The newly organized Greenville
Band, under the direction of Orville
C. Harvey, made its initial appear
ance and performed its work very
creditably. At the cemetery the
roll of honor was read, prayer was
offered by Rev. A. G. Hempstead,
wreaths were laid upon the graves
of veterans by the high school girls,
a volley was fired by the guard of

A merry heart doeth good like a medicine
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honor and the bugler sounded taps.
The assemblage adjourned to Shaw’s
Hall where Rev. Fr. Sloan and Rev.
Mr. Vrooman delivered patriotic
speeches.
Austin Harmon is in Eastern
Maine General Hospital where he
recently underwent an operation.
T. V. Whelan was called home
very suddenly by the serious illness
of his mother. He passed through
Greenville June 14.
WANTED: Dead or alive, the
driver who beat up the silent police
man at the C.P.R. crossing at the
Junction.
The work of fixing up the grounds
at Mr. Hempstead’s house in the
village has been completed.
W. M. Creegan is on his annual
vacation.
Mrs. F. E. Hempstead of Water
ford, Conn. is visiting her son A. G.
Hempstead.

The

Northern

10-Mile Plant
On June 1st, a crew under Eugene
LeClair arrived to peel the tele
phone poles at Popular Rips Road.
Our flag was displayed on May
30th, and June 17th; and will be
again on July 4th.
Mr. A. B. Chaplin faithfully
changes the sheets for the wayside
pulpit located near Ten Mile. His
work is greatly appreciated and the
pulpit attracts much attention and
favorable comment.
The Rev. Fathers Thomas J.
Nelligan, P. R. of St. John’s Church
and Martin A. Clary, P. R. of St.
Mary’s Church, Bangor, passed by
here on their way up the line June
15th, stopping just long enough to
say “Hello.” Both seemed happy
in anticipation of the trout they
were going to catch and eat, and
we trust they were not disappointed.

Blair Farm
Raymond Murray and Delmont
Durrell of Kingfield were callers at
the Blair Farm June 14th while on
their way to Hurricane to drive
gravel trucks for J. E. Sargent.
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Page on a
trip from Blair Farm to Sourdnahunk encountered a big bull moose
at Gravel Dam. The moose stood
his ground. Mr. Page backed up
and waited for the moose to leave
the road.
Charles Everett Page Jr. of the
Blair Farm graduated from Green
ville High School June 15th.
The farm crew are blasting and
removing the rocks from the barn
yard, and shingling the barn on the
Rogers place.
Dave Austin left here June 16th
for Kineo where he will work on the
Kineo Road Repairs.
A horse was shipped from the farm
on June 18th to be used at the Boys’
School at Kineo.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Smith and
son Forest of Kingfield were callers
at the Blair Farm on June 17th.
William Murray and Tommy
Quine are employed for the present at
the Blair Farm.

Seboomook
Mr. W. B. Twombley spent a few
days in Bangor on business. He
returned with a Buick touring car.
F. A. Murphy and family are
tenting again this Summer and are
being cheerfully eaten up by the
mosquitoes and black flies.
The work of demolishing the barn
and poolroom on the Northwest Inn
property is progressing rapidly. The
barn is already razed and the site
being cleaned up; the poolroom is
soon to follow. On the job is
Richard Leonhartt who will later
join the fire patrol on the railroad.
Mrs. Johnston of Northeast Carry
will be the cook at the Wardwell
place this Summer. Miss Alice
Endall has already arrived to take
up her duties.
Jack Hazleton and Ray Mercereau
are through with their parties at
Little W and have gone to their
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homes in Bangor for a few days pre
paratory to taking up their Summer
work with Mr. J. O. Wardwell.
Angus Gillis is cook at the board
ing house and is assisted by Miss
Lydia White.
Frank Daley, formerly with the
telephone crew, and John Hennigan
are working at the farm and assist
ing with the wrecking of the build
ings.
James Sheehan is in on the rail
road with a team and at present is
getting the supplies for the new tele
phone construction from Nulhedus
to the terminal camp.
John Mortell has taken up the
clerkship of the Railway-Third St.
John Pond Telephone Construc
tion job. John stayed over night
with us June 15th.
Lloyd Houghton and Blaine
French passed through here June
16th on their way to the railroad
to survey the right of way for the
telephone line being constructed
there.
The crew under Allie Mann on the
Main River Drive have moved their
quarters from Seboomook Dam to
Beaver Brook. Felix Nadeau is
cooking for the drive.
J. P. Hayes is in Kineo for a few
days attending to the moving of the
booms from Seboomook Cove and
Williams Stream.
Don Pearson of North East Carry
made us a flying visit; he was accom
panied by Charles Cavanaugh.

Sias Hill
The well is completed. It is 667
feet and has a flow of 300 gallons
per hour. This is quite an achieve
ment as the entire depth is practi
cally solid ledge.
Howard Silsby has a small crew
here getting out cedar poles for the
telephone lines.
Stanley Heald has returned from
Boston where he took an examina
tion for the renewal of his license
as marine engineer on ocean going
vessels.
Jack Flynn took in the circus
recently while in Bangor.

A reproof entereth more into a wise man than a hundred stripes into a fool.
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North East Carry Road

Dolby Pond Imps

Bolduc’s Bath

May 20th a crew of men com
menced cutting the right of way
for the Seboomook Dam—North
East Carry Road. Following is the
personnel:

The work at Dolby Pond clearing
out the dri-ki is progressing at a
good pace. Don Breen is foreman and
the culinary department is well taken
care of by Amos Conley and Bill
Conley. Both are artists in the
line of “decorating the mahogany.”
Amos is a step dancer and is at pre
sent trying to teach the clerk how
to “break her down.” John F.
O’Leary handles the throttle on the
donkey engine and is assisted by
Arthur Wight who wields a “mean
shovel.” Charley McLeod is the
motor boat engineer and Walter
Estes fills in at the wheel. The
crew consists of Pete Tuck, Herb
Kingston, Florence Doucette, Joe
Smith Mike Biluski and Philip
Perry.
Joe “Mouser” Lemieux had a crew
here for a while cleaning Schoodic
Brook. Mouser has gone to Seboo
mook to work for James Sargent.
Sunday, May 24th, was a day of
excitement. Fire started near the
camp in the brush and a heavy wind
was blowing it towards the camp.
Don Breen discovered it and went
to work alone at putting it out.
Help soon arrived; Lonney Mann
brought some men and Jason Good
win brought more help from Grind
stone. The fire was soon put out
and the ground wet down good with
a Fairbanks-Morse fire pump.
Lester Coltart was here for a day
fitting the camp office with screen
doors. Lester is putting up a good
fight against the mosquitos.

(Continued from page 7)

James Sargent, Superintendent
Clarence Sargent, Asst. Superintendent
Stephen Reed, Sub-Foreman
Thomas Egan, Sub-Foreman
John E. Mea, Clerk
George Rooney, Cook
Hollis Baker, Blacksmith
Edward Sweeney, Bullcook

This road will be 3 1-4 miles long.
It starts a short distance above the
Burbank store-house and will come
out in the field near the company’s
boarding house at North East Carry.
The crew appreciates very much
Mr. Brosnahan’s furnishing them
with transportation to and from the
moving pictures at Seboomook. Leo
Boutin was on hand to drive the
truck for this purpose.
It is with regret that we learn of
the departure of Bob Canders from
this side of the lake. He has won the
affection of us all by his good nature
under all conditions and his willing
ness to be of service at all times.

Lily Bay
A. H. Green has gone to the Mor
rissette road job much to the regret
of our family and guests. We wish
him success in his new position.
His place has been taken by Mr.
John Clark.
The recent rains are very bene
ficial to the hay crop. All con
ditions seem favorable for a large
crop this year.

North East Carry
A crew from the Seboomook Dam
—North East Carry Road have been
making their headquarters at the
farm house.
Everything is quiet here just now.
The work of tearing down buildings
has finished and the crew has left.
The land surrounding the farm
buildings has been picked up and a
garden planted.
Frank Daley, A. V. MacNeill,
N. A. Smith and F. A. Gilbert have
been recent visitors.

Madison Boom House
Forest Henderson and his crew
of men have moved from the boom
house to temporary quarters about
three miles above Madison. Eugene
O’Connell is clerk of the operation.
Hadley Vossimer is cook. Charles
Benjamin served as cookee until
recently.

BORN

To Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Mc
Eachern, a son, Clinton Park, Apr. 28.

“The lad didn’t say anything but
he pulled his pretty clothes away
and crowded himself against the
side ov the car.
“ ‘Tis a nice dog you hov,’ says
Jimmie, wishing to make conversa
tion and by way of aminds.
“The lad didn’t answer.
“ What breed may he be?’ asked
Jimmie, friendly like yet with a little
peculiar smile in his eyes.
“ ‘Oh, the dog,’ remarks the lad.
‘Why he’s half Irish terrier and half
ill-mannered cur.’
“ ‘Indade now, ain’t that curious!’
answered Jimmie quick like thot,
‘Related to the both ov us he is!’
“With this the lad gathered the
poodle in his arms and wint into the
other car, his face red to the ears.
“Jimmie was like thot, so aisy,
always ready with the soft answer
that turneth away wrath, as the
Good Book tells us, or thot raises ut.
“Then there was the big row at
Number 4 in the other valley whin
many heads were broken. Jimmie
had gone down to the Junction Satur
day afternoon. Whin he got back
to the dapo Sunday, the storehouse
clerk tould him he better hurry back
to the camp. There was the devil
to pay, what with the oceans of whis
key and fighting. Jimmie hurries
along and there was still plenty doing
when he came through the dingle and
threw open the camp door. They
were all at ut, thim as was able to
stand up. There was some as could
n’t. Ut was a gineral fight or maybe
siveral fights and as pretty ones as
you’ll see in a long day. There was
broken heads and blood everywhere.
“Jimmie pushed into the middle
of ut throwing the min right and
left by the surprise of his onslaughter
but they soon closed in behind him
and wint at ut just the same. He
got in the way of Red Mike Mc
Donald, the landing boss, and Red
Mike reached for him.
“ ‘Damned if ut ain’t little Jimmie
Freeman,’ says Mike and he grabbed
Jimmie by the arms. ‘Sure ’tis no
place for a nice little mon loike you,
stopping the fun we’re having,’ and

The heart of him that hath under standing seeketh knowledge
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he called two of the other min by
name and they took hould of Jim
mie and rushed him out of the door.
‘Now, son,' says Red Mike/ Let
you stay outside and don’t bother us.
Ut’s a glorious toime we’re after
having.’
“Ov course Jimmie was strug
gling all the time and trying to get
away and back into the camp but he
was nothing in the hands ov thim,
though they trated him gintly
enough. So they dropped him out
side and hurried into the camp fear
ing to lose any ov ut. Jimmie went
in after thim fairly frothing at the
mouth and beside himself with
timper. Red Mike and his friends
put him out again and a third time
put him out. The fourth toime
Jimmie went back sobbing and
swearing. He made for Red Mike
and struck him full in the face and
Red Mike and his friends carried him
out again and sat on him. All the
toime Red Mike was talking aisy
talk to Jimmie, calling him a nice
little boy that might get hurted in
there with the big rough min. Ov
course this made Jimmie worse and
he cried for shame and rage but ut
was no use. They held him down
and pretty soon the fight was over.
Jimmie couldn’t talk, he was thot
mad. He wint to the office and
closed the door.
“Nine min were taken to the hos
pital the next morning and there
were others thot needed a deal of
fixing. Ov course Jimmie fired Red
Mike that night but before he got
away he telephoned for him and had
him back. Red was a good mon on
the landing.
“Ut was a quiet camp for a month
but along towards the first of Feb
ruary small pox broke out and the
doctors from Berlin and the min
from the State Board of Health
came up and put all the camps under
quarantine and put guards on the
roads and the railroad station. No
one could go out but if any wan
wanted to come in he could. Half
ov the crew was down sick at wan
toime but none of thim bad. The
work wint on with what min were
able to be about and the sickness
was soon over.

Page fifteen

“The doctors and health min came noon with down river calling hard
again to take off the quarantine to most ov us. There was a lot ov
and to fumigate the camps and the thim that wanted to get to town.
min. They got some tubs and
“Jimmie hadn’t been gone long
hauled a lot of water and every mon when Red Mike went up to Bolduc.
had to take a bath, which most ov
“ ‘Do you take the bath, Bolduc?’
thim didn’t mind very much, save says he, quiet like.
Bolduc the Blacksmith. Bolduc
“ ‘Not on your life,' says Bolduc.
wouldn’t.
“ ‘You’re a liar,’ says Red Mike
“Says he, ‘I’ve lived forty years and with that he grabs him. Red
without a bath and I’m not going didn’t have to call for help. There
to begin now,' and no amount of was plenty ov ut right at hand and
arguing would change him.
if Bolduc never bathes again he got
“Finally the officer sent for Free one good washing thot toime. There
man. When Jimmie came in he was soap in his mouth and eyes and
read the regulations to him and told every toime he opened his mouth to
that according to thim he couldn’t holler he got more. As the news
take off the quarantine ’til the papers say about the oyster supper,
blacksmith had his bath.
‘A good toime was had by all.’
“ ‘Take him out, thin, and bathe
“Thot night the doctor met Jim
him in jail,' says Jimmie, 'I got to mie at the dapo.
get my logs hauled. I’m no nurse.’
“ ‘The quarantine is lifted,' says
“ 'I can’t do ut,' says the officer. the doc.
‘The regulations provide that every
“ ‘The blacksmith must have
man must have a bath and his changed his moind,' says Jimmie.
clothes fumigated. ’Til this is done
“ ‘He did,' says the doc, ‘Aided
the quarantine will stay on!’
by a big red headed mon and the
“Ut was getting along in March crew.’
with 800,000 still on the yards and
“ ‘I thought he would/ says
prospect ov but three weeks more Jimmie.
hauling, with perhaps less. New
“And there you are,” said Alec
min wouldn’t come into the camp as he knocked the dead coals from
while the quarantine was on and his pipe to a rock and carefully
Jimmie wanted those logs. He had stamped on them. Jimmie was a
never left any up to thot toime and little man but he hauled his logs.
Bolduc’s bath was likely to spoil True for you he couldn’t beat the
this record for him. But he didn’t camp up but he was willing to try,
say anything to Bolduc nor even which is the same thing as doing ut
look at him.
to my way ov thinking. Does thot
“After thinking awhile he says, answer the question about big, two
‘All right, if he wont, he wont. I fisted min?”
suppose thot’s all there’s to ut. Let
“I think I getthe idea,” I replied.
the quarantine stay on! Min,' he “It does and it doesn’t. It is some
says, ‘You hear what the doctor thing the fists are symbols of.”
says? Now listen to what I say!
“I don’t know about the symbols
We’re going to get those yards but the fists are handy at toimes,
cleared off if we drag the logs on there’s no denying thot. You’ll
bare ground, quarantine or no quar read in the magazines where the big
antine. And you might just as well captains of industry tell how they
remember thot not a man jack ov think they did ut. But do they
you’ll be allowed to leave the camp know? I don’t know but it’s my
until the quarantine is off. I’m opinion they don’t. Myself, I’m
going to the dapo and I wont be back thinking there’s few rules but many
tonight.’
patterns. The proof ov the pudding
“With thot he walked out and is in the ateing. Jimmie Freeman
slammed the door behind him. Ut sure had a way with him but ut was
didn’t look like so much of a joke not always the same way.
thin. The sun was getting higher
“Oh, well! Ut’s toime we were
every day and it was warm towards moving. Ut’ll soon be supper.”

It is as sport to a fool to do mischief.

WTHANK THEE for this place in
E
which we dwell; for the love that
unites us; for the peace accorded us
this day; for the hope with which we ex
pect the morrow; for the health, the work,
the food, and the bright skies that make
our lives delightful; for our friends in
all parts of the earth.
Give us courage and gaiety and the
quiet mind.

Spare to us our friends, soften to us our
enemies.
Bless us, if it may be, in all our innocent
endeavors. If it may not, give us the
strength to encounter that which is to
come, that we be brave in peril, constant
in tribulation, temperate in wrath, and
in all changes of fortune, and down to
the gates of death, loyal and loving to
one another.

Robert Louis Stevenson

